Data availability statements – some examples of good practice

Data availability statements should specify clearly how the data and software underlying the findings reported in the paper can be assessed by researchers and other users. Wherever possible, these should be hosted in an appropriate repository, with an associated persistent identifier (such as a DOI) and the statement should include a persistent link to the data or code. Where the data cannot be made openly available, the statement should specify what restrictions apply and how potential users can access the data, with associated weblinks.

It is generally not acceptable to include a statement just indicating that data and/or code will be made available on request by contacting the author.

Many publishers and journals provide comprehensive guidance on how to structure data availability statements – including, for example, Springer Nature and PLOS.

The following examples of data availability statements are taken from articles published in Wellcome Open Research to provide an illustration of good practice for various data types.

1. Data deposited in subject and community repositories


**Data Availability**

**Underlying data**
X-ray data of forms A, B, C and D at Protein Data Bank, Accession numbers 6YND, 6YNE, 6YNF and 6YNH:
https://identifiers.org/pdb:6YND
https://identifiers.org/pdb:6YNE
https://identifiers.org/pdb:6YNF
https://identifiers.org/pdb:6YNH

Mass spectrometry datasets at MassIVE, Accession number MSV000085325: https://identifiers.org/massive:MSV000085325

Zenodo: Crystal structure determination of Cys-S-sulfonated HsGAPDH from protein purified from the supernatant of HEK293F cells. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3817277

This project contains the following underlying data:
- Gel-Figure3.jpeg (original unedited gel image for Figure 2)

**Extended data**

Zenodo: Crystal structure determination of Cys-S-sulfonated HsGAPDH from protein purified from the supernatant of HEK293F cells. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3817277

This project contains the following extended data:
- Copy of the Open Laboratory Notebook (PDF)
- Original unedited gel images for Open Laboratory Notebook (JPG, JPEG and PNG files)

Data are available under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC-BY 4.0).
2. **Sensitive data with restricted access**


**Data availability**

**Underlying data**


This project contains transcripts of focus group discussions and interviews, translated into English. The safeguarded data files are made available to users registered with the [UK Data Service under UK Data Archive End User Licence conditions](https://doi.org/10.5255/UKDA-SN-852735). The data files are not personal, but—given the subject matter of the interviews and focus groups—the data owner and research ethics committee consider there to be a limited residual risk of disclosure.

**Extended data**


This project contains the following extended data:

- `Action_documentation_archive.xlsx`
- `Consultant_report_2016.docx` (initial consultancy report)
- `Reference_list.docx` (reference list for development of theory of change)
- `ToC_development_history.pdf` (theory of change visual development history)
- `ToC_meetings_summary.docx` (theory of change meetings summary)

Extended data are available under the terms of the [Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license](https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).

3. **Synthetic data derived from sensitive data**


**Data and software availability**

1. *The ALSPAC dataset (project number B2506) these synthetic data are simulated from can be obtained from ALSPAC through the standard ALSPAC research proposal and data access policy* http://www.bristol.ac.uk/alspac/researchers/access/.
2. *The script to generate the three synthetic datasets.* https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.817502
3. *The synthetic data described in this paper are available at the University of Bristol data repository, data.bris, at* https://doi.org/10.5523/bris.3116aupg8mfgi23pnslu8tulev.
4. Data and software outputs


Data availability

Underlying data


This project contains the following underlying data:
- alldat_SLIC_select.csv (SNP and phenotype data without imputed SNPs - required for GSCA on imputed SLIC data)
- alldat_SLIC_select2.csv (SNP and phenotype data with imputed SNPs - required for GSCA on imputed SLIC data)
- Random_LD_pheno_random_pattern_negatives_01.csv (output from the simulations for the random pattern containing total number of SNPs, number of SNPs with an effect, number of genes, effect size (correlation), statistical power estimate, number of iterations per simulation, number of subjects, phenotype-phenotype correlation)
- SLICCombos.csv (combinations of parameters for all runs in the simulations)
- SLICmergedPROcounttest.csv (SNP and phenotype data without imputed SNPs - required for GSCA on unimputed SLIC data)
- test_combos_regression_plink_rep500.csv (output from each simulation for the SLIC-sampled pattern containing number of SNPs with an effect, total number of SNPs, number of genes, number of subjects, effect size (correlation), phenotype-phenotype correlation, Bonferroni corrected statistical power estimate [SNPs only], Bonferroni corrected statistical power estimate [SNPs*phenotypes])

Extended data


This project contains the following extended data:
- GSCA_Extended_data.docx (supplementary tables A1-A7)

Data are available under the terms of the Creative Commons Zero “No rights reserved” data waiver (CC0 1.0 Public domain dedication).

Software availability


Archived source code at the time of publication:

License: Creative Commons Zero “No rights reserved” data waiver (CC0 1.0 Public domain dedication)